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You need to print out this page to do it.

What is a scavanger hunt. It is like a treasure hunt but you are looking for everyday things. 
Someone gives you a list of things you have to find. The obeject of the game is to be the 
first person/group that finds all the objects. 

In this scavenger hunt you will be looking for things outside the windows of your house, (yes, windows, you can use any 
window in your house) but you can’t go out side. You have to find as least 20 things on the list below to win. Once you 
see the object outside your window you can put a check mark beside that thing. The first one to check off 20 (or 
you can do the whole list) is the winner. You can play this game over and over again if you like. IF you do a long list, 
you could do this for several days. You can challenge your parents, a Facebook friend, a Zoom connection, Grandma and 
grandpa, your siblings ... or any one else. (Not your dog or gold fish!)

Option: If you want to make the game a little more interesting, you can include the rule that you must take a 
picture with your phone or camera of that object. You can then have some one be the judge, and they can see if you 
and your competitors have all the pictures. 

Outside your window scavenger hunt list:
 brown car
 balloon
 yellow leaf           
 blue car
 red flower
 jet plane
 cat
 dog
 some on a bike
 ice cream truck
 plastic bag
 garbage truck
 tricycle 
 kite
 yellow car
 newpaper delivery person
 yellow flower
 someone with arm out car window
 Someone smoking
 a blue bird 
 someone eating a lollipop
 a person carrying a box
 a black bird
 someone reading a book
 trash bag
 trash can
 green car
 yellow truck

 volkswagen beetle car
 someone carrying a bag
 two dogs together
 white cloud
 red tree
 someone with earbuds
 a dead plant
 someone with headphones
 power lines
 UPS truck
 a van
 FedEx truck
 Uber car
 Car with lights on
 someone under a car
 someone working on a house
 Purple flower
 a open window
 someone jogging
 a car with writing on the side
 bird sitting in a tree
 a rabbit
 a street light
 car with a door open
 someone doing lawn work
 any animal
 two kids playing
 two old people walking

 someone walking a dog
 someone wearing pink
 someone without shoes.
 someone wearing a hat
 someone looking out of their window
 a motorcycle
 a skateboard
 a train
 a helicopter
 a firetruck
 a police car
 more than two people in a group
 someone with a musical instrument
 someone sitting down
 someone jumping
 any kind of water
 pizza delivery person
 a chimney
 a TV antenna or dish
 grey cloud
 some kind of insect
 a street sign
 tree with no leaves
 person looking at a phone or pad
 a mail delivery person
 someone wearing sunglasses
 someone wearing the color orange
 an open door


